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fixed , it is definite. What are definite. AR-- In Old English ... now,

thi means ...now these are the...does this mean the ...that David. did. r

does it mean the benevolences that were done ik to David. Or does it mean

the benevo].ences that belong to David. It ea can be a ...genitive , it

can be a e.g su.bijective genitive, it can be an objective genitive, it can

be a possessive genitive. That can make quite a d4-fee. difference, ..I will

give you all the...that I gave Davide. That is an objective .ge.&.i4 genitive,

a ..the benevolences of David., just as Datid. was kind to many people, so

I was kind to you. That ...it is definitely not a egsubjective ge4

genitive. Objective genitive, I question that. I ...is an example of how

I am going to treat you . ...Now, that statement is true, God shows wonderful

goodness to David, and e He shall show similar goodness to ...but I think ther

is much more than that. It seems to me that the possessive ...it is the benevolences

that 0d is bring$ing through David. the bonevolences that belong to-4 David.

through son we are to be saved, through the descendants of David who

will provide us salvation, who will be our leaders ...and reign on the throne

of David through him. They are differences which ...that was f given to David

---I think all of that was brought out when you get to the next verse. I would

say definitely that ...Jesus Chrst...he is the one that made the sea these

are the meroiesof David which are promised to David and given... so t en, the

participle is continuous action. It does not tell...e there are many instances.

The having been assured mercies of David, the Nipharl 3gticiple often has

that is it is often used. for something which must be done in the future.

Something for which there is a compulsion...We have an. instance of

f it in Nathaneal...and ...this man...Joab czme to tie- the city ... and was

going to make an attack on it ...and ..Tilsirz wise woman, sai No, t4e-his

head shall fall over the wall. It is gerund showing that which isnecessary or

desired, another very interesting case of ± it is in the case where ...killed

all of this grandchildren, and when she had heard. that her son had been killed..
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